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The Drama of November (1915) – four papers
submitted to the Royal Prussian Academy of Science
“On the General Theory of Relativity”, Nov. 4th
“…fatal prejudice”, “…key to the solution”
“On the General Theory of Relativity (Addendum)”, Nov. 11th
“…an even more concise and logical structure”
“Explanation of Perihelion Motion of Mercury from
the General Theory of Relativity”, Nov. 18th
“…an important confirmation of this most fundamental theory..”
“The Field Equations of Gravitation”, Nov. 25th
“…finally completed the general theory of relativity as a
logical structure.”

Einstein or Hilbert – who got there ﬁrst?
“The diﬀeren+al equa+ons of gravita+on that result here are, as it seems
to me, in agreement with the magniﬁcent theory of general rela+vity
established by Einstein.”
D. Hilbert, in “On the FoundaOons of Physics (First ContribuOon).”

“On the General Theory of Rela+vity”, Nov. 4th
• It turned out that a slight adjustment of the expression for the gravitaOonal ﬁeld
itself was suﬃcient to turn the theory developed and published with Marcel
Grossmann (the Entwurf theory) to obtain the so-called “November theory.”
•

The new expression for the gravitaOonal ﬁeld is the Christoﬀel symbol, which is a
combinaOon of derivaOves of the components of the metric tensor

• Einstein refers to the former version of the gravitaOonal ﬁeld as a “fatal prejudice,”
and a few weeks later, in a leaer to Arnold Sommerfeld, he described the
idenOﬁcaOon of the gravitaOonal ﬁeld with the Christoﬀel symbol as “the key to the
soluOon.”

Einstein was fascinated by the power of mathemaOcal formalism to lead to
the correct theory: “Nobody who really grasped it can escape from its
charm, because it signiﬁes a real triumph of the general diﬀeren+al
calculus as founded by GAUSS, RIEMANN, CHRISTOFFEL, RICCI AND LEVICIVITA.” (The names are capitalized in the original publicaOon.)

“On the General Theory of Rela+vity (Addendum)”, Nov. 11th
•

“I now want to show here that an even more concise and logical
structure of the theory can be achieved by introducing an admiSedly
bold addi+onal hypothesis on the structure of maSer.”

•

Einstein thus proposed a new interpretaOon of the formalism of
the November theory. If one assumes that the only ﬁelds occurring
as sources of gravitaOon are electromagneOc ﬁelds, so that
ulOmately all maaer can be reduced to the laaer, then a ﬁeld
equaOon based on the Ricci tensor can be formulated without
imposing any further coordinate restricOon.

•

If one introduces this bold assumpOon, the conservaOon principle
no longer implies any constraint on the admissible coordinate
systems, but instead becomes a sOpulaOon on admissible sources
of the gravitaOonal ﬁeld. By considering (temporarily) a speculaOve
hypothesis on the nature of maaer, Einstein moved one step closer
to his goal of a generally covariant theory.

“Explana+on of Perihelion Mo+on of Mercury from the
General Theory of Rela+vity”, Nov. 18th

5600” per century
5557” explained by Newton’s theory of
the solar system
43” remained unexplained

Already in 1907 Einstein expected that the new theory will
explain this anomaly

Einstein – Besso
Manuscript
Calcula3on of the
Mercury perihelion
precession

“Most gra3fying is the agreement with perihelion mo3on and the
general covariance; strangest, however, is the circumstance that
Newton’s theory of the ﬁeld is incorrect already in the ﬁrst order. It is
just the circumstance that the g11, g22, g33 (components of the metric
tensor) do not appear in ﬁrst-order approxima3on of the equa3on of
mo3on which determines the simplicity of Newton’s theory.” Einstein
to Besso, Dec. 1915
• For Einstein, the requirement that an acceptable theory of gravita3on
would reduce to the Newtonian theory as a limi3ng or special case
was not only natural, but absolutely essen3al.
• In the course of the Einstein-Grossman collabora3on this requirement
served not only as a condi3on for an acceptable gravita3onal ﬁeld
equa3on, but also as a star3ng point for its construc3on.
• In 1912, they rejected the Ricci tensor, a natural candidate for the
gravita3on tensor in the source free case, because they thought
(erroneously) that it did not reduce to the Newtonian expression in
the case of an inﬁnitely weak ﬁeld.

“The Field Equa+ons of Gravita+on”, Nov. 25th
•

All that was required was to change the way in which the sources
of the gravitaOonal ﬁeld were represented the right-hand-side of
the ﬁeld equaOon.

• If an addiOonal term, namely the trace of the energy-momentum
tensor is added to the source term then all the addiOonal
condiOons become superﬂuous. In parOcular, the conservaOon
principle is also saOsﬁed as an automaOc consequence of the
modiﬁed ﬁeld equaOon.
• AlternaOvely, also the lej-hand-side can be changed accordingly,
so that instead of the Ricci tensor, the modiﬁed expression now
known as the Einstein tensor, consOtutes this lej-hand-side.
• This could be done only ajer Einstein realized how the Newtonian
limit should have been interpreted.

What mo3vated Einstein to launch the search for GR?
On what knowledge was it built?
No empirical/observa3onal mo3va3on
Since the introduc+on of the special principle of rela+vity has been
jus+ﬁed, every intellect which strives aWer generaliza+on must feel the
tempta+on to venture the step towards the general principle of
rela+vity.
Einstein, Rela+vity, Special and General Theory
(a popular account), 1917
“I have learned something else from the theory of gravita+on: no
collec+on of empirical facts, no maSer how comprehensive, can ever
lead to the formula+on of such complicated equa+ons … [they] can
only be found through the discovery of a logically simple mathema+cal
condi+on that completely or almost completely determines the
equa+ons. Once one has those suﬃciently strong formal condi+ons,
one requires only liSle knowledge of facts to set up a theory.”
Einstein, Autobiographic Notes, 1949

Einstein in 1916

According to this, a ray of light going past
the sun undergoes a deflection of 1.7"…

Calculation gives for the planet
Mercury a rotation of the orbit of 43''
per century, corresponding exactly to
astronomical observations (Leverrier);
for astronomers have discovered in the
motion of perihelion of this planet, after
allowing for disturbances by other
planets, an inexplicable remainder of
this magnitude.
When Einstein saw this result, he was so
excited that, as he told one of his former
collaborators, he had heart palpitations.

The London Times
7. 11. 1919

The New York Times

100 YEARS OF GENERAL RELATIVITY

• “The Forma3ve years” (H.G. and Jurgen Renn)
• “The Low-water mark period” (Jean Eisenstadt)
• “The Renaissance” (Cliﬀord Will)
• “The Golden Age” (Kip Thorne)

100 YEARS OF GENERAL RELATIVITY
“The Forma3ve years” (H.G. and Jurgen Renn) from 1915 roughly un3l the late
1920s and early 1930s, when more and more of the leading physicists turned
their aeen3on to the booming ﬁeld of quantum mechanics to debate its
meaning and explore its consequences.
“The Low-water mark period” (Jean Eisenstadt) immediately following it, in
which, also due to the WWII, faded into the background, being largely
considered as irrelevant to mainstream physics and limited to the explana3on
of some minor adjustments of Newton’s otherwise well-conﬁrmed theory of
gravita3on.
“The Renaissance” (Cliﬀord Will) of rela3vity begins afer the war and makes
its prominent mark only more than a decade later in connec3on with new
astrophysical discoveries in the 1960s such as those of quasars.
“The Golden Age” (Kip Thorne) of rela3vity bringing new conceptual insights
such as those into the nature of black holes and turning the theory into the
founda3on of modern astrophysics and observa3onal cosmology.

The FormaOve Years
Einstein’s Intellectual Odyssey to General RelaOvity did not end with
the formulaOon of the ﬁeld equaOon in the concluding paper of
November 1915. The tensions between Einstein’s heurisOcs and the
implicaOons of the new theory also characterized the further evoluOon
unOl at least the early 1930s.
Immediately ajer its creaOon, general relaOvity became a hallmark
of internaOonal cooperaOon in the world of science at a Ome when
the Great War was dividing it. Einstein’s theory was taken up,
elaborated, and controversially discussed by his colleagues physicists, mathemaOcians, astronomers, and philosophers.
Einstein himself made further fundamental contribuOons to the
development of his theory, exploring consequences such as gravitaOonal
waves and cosmological soluOons, clarifying concepts such as that of the
conservaOon of energy and momentum, and even reinterpreOng basic
aspects of the theory.

The MathemaOcal FormulaOon of the Theory
“My series of gravita+on papers are a chain of wrong tracks, which
nevertheless did gradually lead closer to the objec+ves. That is why
now ﬁnally the basic formulas are good, but the deriva+ons
abominable; this deﬁciency must s+ll be eliminated.”
Einstein to Lorentz, November 1915
In his original formulaOon of general relaOvity, Einstein did not
interpret the theory in terms of diﬀerenOal geometry. When he
discusses the Riemann-Christoﬀel tensor, for instance, he does not
even menOon curvature. The aﬃne connecOon or parallel transport
are not menOoned.
The geometrizaOon of general relaOvity and the understanding
of gravity as being due to the curvature of spaceOme is a result
of the further development and not a presupposiOon of
Einstein’s formulaOon of the theory.

The theory, as we know it today is ﬁrst presented in Einstein’s
The Meaning Rela+vity also known as the Four Lectures on
Rela+vity.
The Meaning of Rela+vity is the paradigmaOc
text of the forma+ve years of general relaOvity
in which the theory essenOally received the
form in which it became one of the pillars of
modern physics.
Einstein evidently returned to the theory of
rela3vity in many later publica3ons, but he never
made another aeempt at such a complete
presenta3on in which he explained, and discussed
its basic principles and their consequences.

“Cosmological Considera+ons in the General Theory of
Rela+vity”, February 1917
Einstein-deSiaer dialogue and controversy (started in 1916)

• “In a consistent theory of rela+vity, there can be no iner+a rela+ve to
‘space’, but only an iner+a of masses rela+ve to one another.”
• “… for the system of the ﬁxed stars no boundary condi+ons of the kind
can come into ques+on at all, as was also rightly emphasized by the
astronomer de SiSer recently.”
• A staOc, closed universe

THE EINSTEIN – DE SITTER – WEYL – KLEIN DEBATE (1918-9)

de Sieer, Willem
(1872–1934)

Weyl, Hermann
(1885–1955)

•

Einstein’s staOc closed universe

•

The cosmological constant

•

deSiaer criOcism

•

Mach’s principle

Klein, Felix
(1849-1925)

“ Mach’s Principle…
…the g-ﬁeld is completely determined by the masses of the bodies.
…….The necessity to uphold it is by no means shared by all colleagues;
but I myself feel it is absolutely necessary to sa+sfy it. With , according
to the ﬁeld equa+ons of gravita+on, there can be no g-ﬁeld without
maSer. Obviously, this postulate is closely connected to the space+me structure of the world as a whole, because all masses in the
universe will partake in the genera+on of the g-ﬁeld.”
In this way Einstein translated Mach’s ideas from the language of
mechanics to that of ﬁeld theory.

Friedman’s Expanding Universe Model
Note on A. Friedmann’s work, ‘On the curvature
of space’
“In my previous work I have criOcized the cited
work, but my objecOon……rested on an error in
my calculaOons. I consider that Mr. Friedmann’s
results are correct and shed new light.
It follows that the ﬁeld equaOons, besides the
staOc soluOon, permit dynamic (that is varying
with Ome coordinate) spherically symmetric
soluOons for the spaOal structure”.
He added the words: “but a physical
signiﬁcance can hardly be ascribed to them”,
which he crossed out before sending the note
to the editor.

Friedmann, Alexander Hubble, Edwin
Alexandrowitsch
(1889–1953)
(1888–1925)

Lemaître, Georges
(1894–1966)

Meaning of Rela+vity, 2nd ediOon (1945), Appendix
Rederiva3on of Friedmann’s model
Long and detailed discussion of Hubble’s observa3on
The problem of a too young universe

“If Hubble’s expansion had been discovered at the +me of the
crea+on of the general theory of rela+vity, the cosmologic
member would never have been introduced.”

For Einstein’s Machian philosophical concepOon of a staOc
universe, the cosmological constant was a lifesaver. Eventually,
however, he was forced to realize that this constant did not
accomplish the purpose for which it had been invented and he
abandoned it. But the addiOonal term is really quite legiOmate
and contrary to what Einstein wrote in 1916, the resulOng ﬁeld
equaOon was actually not the most general equaOon consistent
with his demands.
A very inappropriate moment to abandon the cosmological
constant. Had he kept it he could have adapted it to ﬁx the age of
the universe problem.

